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Tools. Set an Alert? For the Chevelle sported a completely redesigned body and interior. The
results were a sleek, Auction Vehicle. Contact Seller. Refine Search? Also be sure to view
results in. This Mercedes-Benz TD-T Wagon was with the original ownerfor 32 years before
being acquired by the seller, and it has resided in the Southwest and West since new. Power
comes from a 3. The Classic White exterior and black leather interior areoriginal to the car. Work
performed within the past five years consists of a new fan clutch, front shocks, idler arm,
cooling system, fuel lines, dash pad, rear window tint, and more. This third-series W shows
under k miles and is offered with the original window sticker and purchase documents and a
clear Nebraska title in the seller's name. This Mercury Montclair hardtop coupe is an older
restoration finished in two-tone Classic White over Persimmon. Power comes froma ci V8 paired
with a three-speed Merc-O-Matic automatic transmission, and it presentswith a two-tone vinyl
interior, rear fender skirts, power steering,a Continental kit, and a dual exhaust with glass pack
mufflers. This Montclair is now offered by the selling dealer with a clean California title. This
Buick Wildcat convertible has spent the majority of its life in Florida and is finished in white
over a red vinyl interior. Power comes froma ci NailheadV8 paired with a 2-speed automatic
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air conditioning. Now located in Annandale, Minnesota, this Wildcat is offered by the selling
dealeron a clean Minnesota title. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and
is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a
White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are
separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea
retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists
ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This
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Staff was very professional, I test drive the vehicle and was very satisfied all around. The
company was very good give me all the information I needed on this specific Shavel, and a
bunch of other cars that they Satisfied all my requirements. What a Great guy. Loads of
knowledge. The vehicle wasn't the one for us, but they get a lot of vehicles that come through A
good experience over all. A little slow on responding to my phone calls but over all ok service.
Prompt response and very knowledgeable. Unfortunately the vehicle I was intrested in was sold.
However, once Scott knew what I was looking for he was able to send me dozens of similar
vehicles to choose from! Thanks Scott! Dealer was very helpful answering all the questions we
had regarding this truck, and if she couldn't answer right away she got the answers and called
me back. Did a very good job answering my questions and providing the info I needed to make
my decision. I purchased another car thru you. Pam was very helpfull in helping me get the a
car I wanted. Very good experience. All transactions done online, car was better than expected,
delivery was as stated. No complaints. Issue is the owner has not responded to any of my
submitted questions regarding the vehicle. Dealer even checked with me and said he would
follow up with the owner. They were friendly. Took a while to respond but they did. Seller had
already sold the car. I appreciated their warm welcome and professional dealership, sales and
ownership did a great job and i ended up purchasing the Cadi, they had a few things to fix on
the exterior, so I should be taking delivety in a few days. The Chevelle SS came standard with a
ci V8 rated at horsepower. Options could boost that power right up to the horses in the L78
engine. The Chevelle was also given a more muscular look for , with a cigar-shaped body and a
fender that sloped down and in. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Chevelle listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
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Pay. Why Use CarGurus? The interior is spot-on correct, sporting a set of code black vinyl
benches front and rear. As nicely finished as the bodywork, the interior. The interior is also all
original to the car. It rides on Ansa Spirit Mag wheels from the late s that have been restored
with original Ansa center caps and are wrapped in Goodyear Polygla. This Chevrolet Chevelle
hardtop is the kind of car thatgenerates a lot of interest in our showroom and out at car shows.
Maybe it's This SS is one amazing car that has undergone a no expense spared, Frame Off New
seat upholstery on the factory bucket seats Center console with correct shifter and new
functioning clock New carpet Knee Knocker tach Retro. This Chevrolet Chevelle hardtop is the
kind of car that generates a lot of interest in our showroom and out at car shows. Strong V8 that
starts up and runs smooth with no noise or smoking Smooth shifting correct Power Glide
automatic transmission 12 Bolt 3. The vehicle runs great andis mainly Black, solid, clean, and
straight! As you can see by the undercarriage photos the metal is extremely Exterior is Matrix
Black Lacquer Air Ride Shock Waves and Strong Laser straight and completely rust free
completely restored Chevelle SS 4-speed Hardtop! Currently in Hod This Chevelle was
purchased from the original owner in Redding Ca. I have enjoyed this car for the past 10 years,
it needs nothing but a The car runs and Come in or call today to add this Chevelle to your
collection! Get notified when we have new listings available for chevrolet chevelle ss. We use
cookies to personalize your experience. More info. Trovit Chevrolet Chevelle chevrolet chevelle
ss. X x Receive the latest car listings by email. Receive new listings by email chevrolet chevelle
ss. By creating this email alert, you agree to our Terms and our Privacy Policy. You can
unsubscribe at any time. Year No minimum No maximum Number of doors No minimum 2 3 4 5.
No maximum 2 3 4 5. Reduced Price! Similar searches " chevrolet chevelle ss": chevrolet
chevelle 2 door , chevelle classic , chevrolet chevelle wagon , chevrolet chevelle exterior color ,
copo chevelle , chevrolet chevelle US Classifieds4all 7 days ago. Report View car. Autabuy 6
days ago. Cardealfinder 7 days ago. ClassicCars 4 days ago. Autabuy 4 days ago. ClassicCars 5
days ago. Cardealfinder 5 days ago. Shoppok 15 days ago. X Get notified when we have new
listings available for chevrolet chevelle ss x Receive the latest car listings by email. Manage my
alerts. Trovit by:. Our search engines. Follow us. Download the app. More info Disagree Agree.
Tell us how we can improve. Chevy repositioned its Super Sport Chevelle as an all-out
performance muscle car for '66, but in some ways, more turned out to be less in the Chevelle SS
Classic Muscle Car Image Gallery. Like other GM intermediates, it was reskinned, though
dimensions hardly changed. SS models got a blackout grille and a new hood with nonfunctional
vents. With engines of around cid now obligatory in this game, Chevy made the cid V-8
standard, so all its midsize muscle cars were now Chevelle SS s. But instead of the bhp Z that
bowed midway through the '65 model year, the '66s got detuned s rated at bhp in base
Turbo-Jet guise and bhp in optional L34 form. Both new mills had Still, the L34's mid 15s at
around 90 mph in the quarter were pretty ordinary. So was much of the rest of the car , at least
compared to the pricey, limited-edition Z Instead of reinforced brakes and underpinnings, the
'66 SS used standard Chevelle brakes and suspension pieces. Chevy claimed it had stiffer
springs and shocks -- an assertion some testers disputed once they experienced the car's
wayward handling and subpar stopping ability. Then, in the spring, Chevy released the L78 This
was essentially an updated Z, but with solid lifters and new exhaust manifolds. It had the cid
V-8's large-valve heads, plus The L78 echoed the Z's bhp rating and was the that hard-core
Chevy street warriors had hoped all the '66s would be. Only about 3, L78s were built. But even
the base Chevelle SS was now a genuine big-block muscle car, and the best was yet to come.
Return to Classic Muscle Cars Library. Chevelle was restyled for '66, delivering style and thrills
at a modest price. See more classic muscle car pictures. In , all Super Sports now had a cid V-8
of or bhp or the flashy bhp The SS 's optional bucket-seat cabin featured a console with a clock
and included the extra-cost "knee-knocker" underdash tachometer. Chevy muscle cars beat at
the heart of big-cube high performance. See profiles, photos, and specifications of Chevy
muscle cars. Muscle cars came in many shapes and sizes. Here are features on more than
muscle cars , including photos and specifications for each model. Muscle cars created their
own culture. To learn about it, read How Muscle Cars Work. Cougar pulled out of Mustang's
shadow with the striped and spoilered Mercury Cougar Eliminator. Beep, beep! Make way for
one of the baddest muscle cars of all time, the Plymouth Road Runner Hemi. The Pontiac
Firebird Trans Am combined sports-car handling and muscle car power. The engine is what
gives a muscle car its flamboyant personality. To learn everything you need to know about car
engines, see How Car Engines Work. Muscle cars wouldn't have much muscle without
horsepower -- but what exactly is horsepower? How Horsepower Works answers that question.
Are you thinking of buying a muscle car, or any other car? Related Content " ". Refine your
search. Ss 18 Malibu 1 Malibu Ss 1. Manual 19 Automatic 8. Coupe 8 Convertible 3. Gasoline 8
Flex Fuel 1. Classic Cars 33 Muscle Cars Clone 4 Ss 3. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. I

own an auto upholstery and restoration shop, so the car was built to show what we can do. It
was built to drive and not just to be a trailer queen. The body was in great shape with very little
rust. The floors and trunk pans look good so they may have been replaces at some time. The
car was purchased in NC. The car has the following features: Air ride suspension Shaved door
handles and side trim. The motor has not been dyno tested but I think it has well over hp. Air
Conditioning. Google Ads. Chevrolet: Chevelle SS. These options include a factory air
conditioning setup, power windows, remote outside mirror, power top, power steering and
brakes. The exterior: Pa. Pete jackson gear drive. New interior not even a week old, new carpet,
headliner, seats, cushions, and rear panel. Rear end 3. Rear suspension has all new powder
coated silver along with new front powder coated front inner wheel wells. Lots of new parts.
This thing drives great on back roads or faster highway speeds. No shakes and no rattles. The
body has 2 small parking lot dings but no dents! Seller's comments and description: chevelle
super sport. Car starts, runs and stops. Pretty decent car, but not a show car. Everthing seems
to work fine. Details yearcondition used contact seller. Bucket Seats. This is a car that is worth
way over the asking price. The interior was also redone while all parts are brand new on the
inside and out. After the restoration to the body and frame, the car was then equipped with
chevy corvette ls1 engine and matching manual 6 speed transmission. Both were sent out to be
professionally rebuilt. The firewall and engine bay were all painted and clear coated as well. The
under body was all redone, being equipped with new suspension, tubular control arms, and
hotckins springs. The brakes and rotors were upgraded to 4 wheel disc gm brakes. Brand new
american thunder flow master exhaust and headers. Comoptions:description chevrolet chevelle
ss cu. Details conditionyear used contact seller. This car was purchased from an owner that
babied the car for 39 years. Interior is perfect must see. Frame and undercarriage are mint.
Optional rpo u14 instrument panel gauges. Power door locks au3 factory rear defrost rare zl2
cowl induction hood color: fathom blue code28 f41 suspension z15 coupe u46 lamp monitoring
system also called vigilite very rare! Engine specs with less than milesScale of Clean LS2 swap
with many upgrades that includes GM 6. This is an undocumented car so i am assuming it is a
clone. I thought i would start with that to make sure therewas no misunderstanding. This car
was not born an ss or an ls It was born a convertible. Again, this car hasno documentation. Ok,
with that out of the way, this is a really cool car. It is a higher driver quality car with fantastic
upgradesdone much later in its life. The car was born a chevelle convertible v-8 with a power
top. It was built new invan nuys, california. I suspect that car was upgraded at some point with
the horse ls-6 motor and transmission. It runs and drives great. New master cylinder and power
booster, front disk brakes. Chevrolet Chevelle New Haven, CT 4 years tixuz. The napoli indoor
auto mall edge! New Haven, CT 4 years sellswell. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. Refine
your search. Ss 22 Malibu 3. Manual 17 Automatic 2. Coupe 6 Convertible 1. Gasoline 1. Classic
Cars 36 Muscle Cars Hardtop 5 Sleeper 3 Ss 3. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. Between
and , the L78 Turbo-Jet engine was the most powerful "Regular Production Option" engine
available in the Chevelle. Graceful curves flow down the length of the car leading to the Super
Sport script that is actually spelled out on the rear fenders. That engine, plus factory correct
paint, code R-R, and interior, code A, make this a highly collectible muscle car. A true sleeper
this car has the stock look but is pushing over HP thru the 6. We will start off with the exterior of
the Chevelle Air Conditioning. The body is covered in the factory Tuxedo Black that has a deep
rich shine that's slick to the touch. All of the jams look as good as the body. We will start off
with the exterior or the Chevelle. It has undergone a frame off resto to be restored to factory
specs with the All Original Drive Train. Big Block V-8 engine, 4-speed transmission, power
steering, power disc brakes, performance upgrades, chrome accessories, aluminum radiator,
headers, Flowmasters, bolt rear, boxed rear contol arms, bucket seats and console, Hurst
shifter, SS hood and emblems, staggered 18" chrome Riddler wheels. Bucket Seats. Google
Ads. The body is rock solid and covered in the Butternut Yellow. We will start off with the
exterior of the Chevelle. This is a real SS with the Vin. A true sleeper this car has the stock look
but is pushing over HP thru the LS9 6. It's not just that aztec bronze is a bold standout hue. It's
also this chevelle's factory-correct color that has been painstakingly worked on to look just like
the day it was born in chevy's flint facility. As a true super sport coupe, it has a wild streak that
contrasts the paint with dark accents on the blacked-out grille. Plus, this chevelle ss still has all
the details right - from the twin intake hood, to the ribbed rocker panels. Even the wheel
package is as it should be with the simulated mag wheel covers and redline tires. There's some
serious original documentation that comes with the car, including the protect-o-plate, warranty
card, owner's manual, and original window sticker. It's a strato-bucket seat car in bronze vinyl
that matches the exterior so nicely. In between these seats is a center console for the stick shift
that also houses the clock that's still ticking away. Well that's because everything was
meticulously restored back to factory standards. Even the am radio still lives in the center of the

dash, because let's face it, there's something cool about showing off the original push-button
units. Even the trunk is expertly finished with the correct mat, color-matched spare wheel, and a
never used redline tire for show. In a car this original, nothing but a number-matching engine
will do. And while it was originally advertised at horsepower, this one is extra special. The
original owner also purchased high performance heads and an aluminum intake from gm in
Plus, this chevelle ss still has all the details right -- from the twin intake hood, to the ribbed
rocker panels. White chevrolet chevellerecent arrival!. Brand new foose wheels and tires all
around, drive it anywhere, tn car. Ready for the next car show or cruise in. Take a chevrolet
chevelle hardtop, add big block power, insert plenty of performance upgrades, and wrap it all in
a slick blue paint body with super sport badging Marina blue is one of those defining colors for
the '60 muscle chevys. Vivid yet innocent, it made these high horsepower cars feel regal in the
parking lot, but they left a speedy impression as they showed everyone their taillights. This one
is particularly striking because it has been treated to a professional application of a more
modern paint. It wears its aggressive nature well with ss badges on the front and rear the big
block is actually bigger , racing flags on the front fenders, and "super sport" boldly written on
the rear in chrome to match the bumpers. Plus, this chevelle ss tribute has all the details right from the twin intake hood to the ribbed lower body panels. There has been plenty of investment
to keep this looking factory spec. All the black and bright elements on the seats, door panels,
and dash come together for a tasteful and uniform appearance. And it certainly is! The decals
might say , but this is actually a larger cubic-inch big block v8. That last one also helps create
some serious thunder as the car exhales through the dual exhaust. But what makes a muscle
machine like this an all-around great classic are the added driving features. For example, the th
three-speed automatic transmission is stout enough to handle the enhanced v8, and it's also
smooth enough for sunday cruising. This classic chevelle hardtop is an enduring icon and a
true stunner That's why we know this deal will be leaving here soon. Will break down
description of chevelle, to make it easy to see how it was build and with what. Have pictures of
the build, will post a few. Everything on the car is new, have a lot of receipts on what was
bought or done, and rotisserie pictures. Engine: cubic inch big block, 4 bolt main. Pro-comp
aluminum heads, pushing h. Way to much to list, have all specs on the engine build, has been
balanced and blueprinted. Cam is a hydraulic. The crankshaft is internally balanced, best of the
best. New, fenders both , both doors, both quarters, hood, deck lid, pretty much replaced
every-body panel except the top of the car. Harriman, TN 4 years racingjunk. NEW, fenders both
, both doors, both quarters, hood, deck lid, pretty much replaced every-body panel except the
top of the car. Everything on the car is NEW, have a lot of receipts on what was bought or done,
and rotisserie pictures. Will break down description of Chevelle, to make it easy to see how it
was build and with what Bucket Seats. Comoptions:description chevy malibu - looks so good it
was owned by a year ford employee! The chevelle was one of chevrolet's best-selling cars, and
with the malibu as their top-of-the-line chevelle, it's not hard to see why. The style evolved a
little each year, and it's hard to argue with the classic looks of the '66 chevelle. This particular
car was repainted about five years ago, and looks fresh and clean and glossy smooth. Even the
door jambs look great! The interior is fantastic, the seats immaculate, and the carpet perfect.
The interior door panels are flawless. Speaking of the engine, despite all the above beauty and
perfection, this car has essentially become a platform to hold one of the baddest, toughest,
fastest motors available. Some people think that's pretty cool. Sometimes their wives don't.
Everything is solid on this car, it was built in and has been indoors ever since never been in the
rain since the built the car has only had miles on it. Turn key chevelle it's ready to enjoy!! New
Stainless gas tank, and all gas lines from rear to front All polished. Got all the body work done
but its gonna need a new top, thought i had it done but it cracked on me, got seats, all chrome,
new bumpers, engine block with some parts to go in it,floor pans are solid and so is the trunk,
dash is good, engine compartment is solid, i got all the chrome for it, painted marina blue, it
was a but im gonna let the go with it, all the body is solid. New interior with Automatic floor
console and bucket seats. Jump in and drive anywhere. The Overdrive, Power steering and
Power brakes makes it very nice to drive. Fresh Big Block with R 4 speed Overdrive automatic
transmission. New front disc brakes and New Tubular A arms for Excel. New mini hi torque
starter, New battery and New fuel pump. The body is covered in the Ermine White Paint that has
a slick finish with good detail in the jams and trunk. When set off the body everything was
pulled apart and stripped to metal. It wears its aggressive nature well with ss badges on the
front and rear the big block is actually bigger , racing flags on the front fenders, and super sport
boldly written on the rear in chrome to match the bumpers. Plus, this chevelle ss tribute has all
the details right -- from the twin intake hood to the ribbed lower body panels. This classic
chevelle hardtop is. The ss hardtops feel a bit boisterous about their power, and instead, this
one wears its chevelle badges and blue-collar attitude with pride. But it also has something

else. This model doesn't have all that excess trim, so the mirror black luster flows uninterrupted
over the whole body, and it has the kind of shine that makes the chrome bumpers melt right into
this highly reflective bodywork. Add in the american racing torq thrust wheels and redline tires,
and this chevy is subtle intimidation on wheels. The interior immediately gets down to business.
The front bucket seats have racing lap belts, and the rear has a fuel cut off switch and part of
the custom roll bar that adds structural strength. There's a full set of auxiliary gauges to go with
the large horizontal speedometer. Plus, the large column-mounted autometer elite tach is the
perfect companion to the stick sift on the floor. But as much as this is built to be a true speed
machine, don't forget to appreciate how nice the medium blue interior looks and feels. Open the
hood and see it filled with big block power. The cubic-inch v8 has a show-worthy shine that
comes from nearly everything, including the polished components to the nicely painted fender
wells. It exhales with added power and authority thanks to long tube headers that feed the
flowmaster dual exhaust. It connects to a stout bolt positraction rear end for the best in reliably
getting this power to the ground. But more than just a big power package, this is backed up by
trustworthy components like an aluminum radiator, steel braided fuel lines, and an ac delco
clutch kit that was added in But to understand the full story on this chevelle, take a look at the
undercarriage photos. There are plenty of more upgrades to this race-ready chevelle, so call for
all the details. Complete with restoration photos, this is the perfect classic for b. The front
bucket seats have racing lap belts, and the rear has a fuel cut off switch and part of the custom
roll bar that adds structural. The shine of the black paint takes advantage of modern clearcoat
paint. Underneath, the metalwork is quite good, featuring good gaps all around and leading to a
deep shine that only comes from a lot of hard work. This was the first year for the ss as its own
separate model, and this coupe wears its unique pieces with pride, including the blacked-out
grille and tail, faux hood vents, ribbed lower trim panels, and even the badging on the fender.
The seats, door panels, carpets, and headliner all have a deep, black appearance. But this is far
from a sea of darkness. And filling the engine bay is this coupe's original big block powerhouse
which also is the hp version for But it has also been updated with modern performance support
components such as a mallory pro wire plug system and mallory electronic ignition. So that
means a classic that fires up easily and lets everyone know it means business with the header
fed dual exhaust. It's the kind muscle car that's a. Chevrolet Chevelle It has the correct SS Hood
and Trim. This car has a ton of eye appeal and great driver options with the , Muncie 4 Speed,
and 12 Bolt Posi. The shine is brilliant, I see no rust bubbles, dents or dings, the body looks
straight to me as I look down the sides. Past owner said it was a , but I have not checked the
casting codes. Its a tuff 12 bolt with positive traction and a gearing. Site map Contact Us Privacy
Policy. Refine your search. Ss 26 Hardtop 1. Manual 22 Automatic 5. Coupe 4 Convertible 1.
Gasoline 2. Classic Cars 36 Muscle Cars Hardtop 11 Shooting Brake 2 Ss 2 Clone 1. Popular
Similar Cars. North Carolina. Refine search. Greensboro, NC 3 years classiccars. The story goes
that a police car collector started out with a low mileage vehicle. We love black on the outlaws,
but this police machine wears it with extra dignity. Bucket Seats. Google Ads. Under the hood,
the Ram Jet blends the legendary torque and performance of the Big-Block with a modern port
fuel injection system and tunnel ram-style high-rise intake manifold.. Instead of being another
run-of-the-mill red car that's finished with bucket seats, black vinyl and everyday Rally Wheels,
it's a numbers-matching, real-deal Super Sport that rolls a red, bench seat interior on
body-matched steelies. Out front, a black Super Sport grille centers a prominent "SS" emblem
between a new chrome bumper, small parking lamps and bright T3 headlights. The front
windshield is in excellent condition. The paint has no chips. The tires are in good condition. The
interior was well maintained and is extra clean. The engine is functioning properly and has no
issues. The transmission shifts very smoothly. The brakes are in great condition. The battery is
in good condition. The bumpers are chrome and are in excellent condition. The car was
previously owned by a non smoker. A classic Chevrolet Chevelle hardtop nicely cloned to an SS
with shiny red paint, even shinier Rally wheels, and enough V8 power under the hood to make
all that shine a blur. The seats, door panels, carpets, and headliner have that kind of fresh black
appearance that makes us believe there was quite a nice investment recently. A classic
Chevrolet Chevelle hardtop nicely cloned to an SS with shiny red paint, even shinier Rally
wheels, and enough V8 power under the hood to make all that shine a blur The shine of the red
paint takes advantage of modern clearcoat and a professional hand applying it. This is a proper
tribute to the Super Sport, and so it wears the correct unique pieces with pride, including the
blacked-out grille, bright faux hood vents, ribbed lower trim panels, and even the SS badging.
But this is far from a sea of darkness. The stout TH three-speed automatic transmission and
bolt rear end are easily up to handling the extra power. This is a shining example of American
muscle. This car is quite striking from its first impression in the way it mixes speed with
sophistication. It's in the way the '66 cars blend artful touches like the flying buttress c-pillars

with subtle aggression like the intimidating overhang on the hood. Before they even laid down
the color, they made sure it had a good canvas with straight sheetmetal and good gaps all
around. The final touch of premium is the black vinyl roof. We love it when the vinyl top
matches the interior color. Not only does it make for a great uniform appearance, but also it's
another sign of a thoughtful restoration. This handsome bucket seat interior perfectly captures
this chevelle's comfortable and performance dual-purpose nature. The seats, door panels,
carpets, and headliner have that kind of fresh black appearance that makes us believe there was
quite a nice investment in the interior. But more than just look great, this v8 has been upgraded
for plenty of performance, too. Those ss badges say '', but the truth is there's a living under the
hood. Plus, the positraction rear end and front disc brakes make taming this beast easy. It is a
fabulous car! Its not really beenrestored. Its more like preserved. Its had one re-paint and 1 new
top since new. It still retains most of the originalinterior. I think only the carpet and front seat
upholstery has been up dated. It has all its original wetherstripinglike window felts,door and
trunk rubber,ect The chrome trim is excellent. Including the bumpers. Alltrim and stainless
looks like repos but theyre the originals,theyre that good. This cars never been a rustyrebuild
like alot of convertibles are. It still retains all of its original
sheetmetal,likequarters,rockers,floors,trunk,ect. All are extremely nice. This is also a original
regal red car from thefactory. It has near flawless paint ,definately a 9. It does have a ever so
slight blemish here or there,but a high detail digital camera cant detect. The low miles does help
identify the condition it. Its not considered a plain run of the mill car. Ithas alot of unique
options,a total of It should,its not worn out. And 1 of only convertibles built that year. All the
under carriage is as nice as under the hood. Most everything works. All panel gaps are
consistentwith each other. All chrome and stainless is so nice,it looks replaced with repo,but its
the original. Car actuallylooks better than what it does in the pictures! It even still retains its 4
t-3 headlights. Details conditionmodelyearcolor used chevelle red contact seller. The excellent
luster of the silver paint takes advantage of a modern clearcoat application. Underneath, the
sheetmetal has been given the right investments so that silver has a terrific canvas to highlight
the coupe's intricate details. Inside is more of that cool mixture of classic pieces and custom
elements. The best example of this blend is on the seats. Plus, the seatbelts are dyed to match.
The door panels, carpets, and headliner have that kind of fresh black appearance that makes us
aware there was quite a nice investment in the interior. The custom billet specialties steering
wheel continues the red and black theme, and the hurst shifter even joins in, too. This motor
has been converted to fast adjustable fuel injection so it can inhale with precision, and the long
tube headers create even more power as they contribute to the thunderous roar of the x-pipe
dual exhaust. Air Conditioning. Instead of being another run-of-the-mill red car that's finished
with bucket seats, black vinyl and everyday rally wheels, it's a numbers-matching, real-deal
super sport that rolls a red, bench seat interior on body-matched steelies. Recognizing the car's
significance as a real-deal ss, the restorers decided to keep trim and ornamentation just as the
general specified. Out front, a black super sport grille centers a prominent ss emblem between a
new chrome bumper, small parking lamps and bright t3 headlights. At the top of the car,
like-new glass is caged between polished stainless wipers, straight stainless frames and a
chrome-trimmed super sport hood. At the sides of that glass, correct ornamentation and a
small, bowtie-branded mirror frame traditional door handles, dent-free wheel lips and correct
super sport rocker guards. And out back, a color-keyed, chevelle branded valance hangs 2-tone
taillights and a second ss emblem above a broad chrome bumper. Branded with a familiar
casting number, a correct ef suffix stamp and a matching partial vin, this legendary engine
utilizes hydraulic lifters, a forged steel crank and closed-chamber, oval-port heads to turn beefy
At the top of the mill, a trick cowl induction set-up feeds oxygen to a reliable holley 4-barrel
that's centered above a. This chevelle is, literally, brilliant proof of that philosophy. With a
distinct lack of flashy graphics or questionable body modifications clouding its intense hugger
orange paint, this chevy stands out not because of what's there, but because of what isn't. From
the bodywork, to the powertrain, to the interior, there's simply nowhere shoddy workmanship
can hide. Mixing cubic inches of gm performance parts v8 with a professional grade driveline,
thoroughly updated chassis components and ultra clean aesthetics, this exceptional sedan is
an all-american stunner. There's nothing we like more than a sleeper; although it could be
argued that a glowing a-body with a cubic inch big block is hardly stealthy. Naturally, that metal
was blasted bare before reconstruction started. And there's no metallic, pearl or glitter to mask
simple and proven aesthetics that, in a nutshell, simply work. At the front of its body, a
professionally chromed grille hangs modern halogen headlights and a prominent emblem above
a professionally chromed bumper that's complete with small parking lamps. At the top of the
car, the aforementioned cowl induction hood leads like-new glass that's caged in straight
stainless frames and capped windshield wipers. At the sides of the car, traditional door handles

and a polished bowtie mirror reflect subtle fender emblems and tasteful quarter badging. And
out back, simple taillights and a second professionally chromed bumper frame. The back seat,
door panels, arm rest and bases, black padded dash pad, black carpet, door handles and
window cranks all look new. Any questions just email me: jermainejyyeargan sheffunitedfans.
All the emblems are new as are the wheel well moldings. The rocker panel moldings are new,
grill is new, door handles are new. Newer rubber and felt, new dual outside mirrors, all the glass
looks newer. Rally rims 15", trim rings. The interior is black on bucket seats. Black head liner,
sun visors, package tray, seat belts, parking brake pad, brake pad, gas pedal all look new. The
console is new with clock and automatic in it. New tilt column with billet handles, new sport
steering wheel. The dash face looks new. Trunk has a jack and spare tire, detailed inside.
Powered by a engine, automatic turbo transmission, chrome valve covers and air cleaner,
chrome water neck, weiand intake, holley carb, headers, power steering, flex fan, delco battery
top on battery. Performance distributors, red plug wires, newer overflow tank, underside of
hood is glossy black. Drum brakes, 12 bolt rear with single traction, gear, newer flowmaster
dual exhaust. Very well detailed this car runs and drives good. Com for more info. It has 18inch
wheels on the front and 20 inch wheels on the back and they are junkyard dog wheels by Boyd
Coddington. It has a Muncie 4 speed and 12 bolt rear with a 3. It has 4 wheel disc brakes by
Wilwood. It has drop spindels on the front.. Looks good and a real eye catcher! The interior is all
black on bucket seats and console that looks new. The dash pad, door panels, black carpet, sill
plates are all new. There are rubber chevrolet logo floor mats in front and the door handles are
like new as is the window cranks. Sunpro gauges under the dash in black cluster is new. Sun
super tach ii mounted on the column is new. The horn rim and steering wheel is like new. New
emergency brake handle and pad, headliner looks newer, sun visors look newer. Trunk is
detailed and there is a spare tire, jack and trunk mat. Slick and new looking. New alternator,
muncie m21 4 speed transmission, chevrolet chrome valve covers, chrome air cleaner.
Edelbrock intake, edelbrock carb, chrome oil dip stick, stock exhaust manifolds, power steering,
newer power booster and master cylinder, flex fan, new aluminum champion radiator with fan
shroud. Power front disc brakes, new fuel pump, new water pump, 10 bolt rear end with gears
posi traction, the firewall is slick and painted to match the car. Fender wells are high gloss black
and look great. New belts and hoses. Very neat and detailed under the hood. Site map Contact
Us Privacy Policy. This Chevrolet Chevelle SS coupe is finished in Aztec Bronze over bronze
vinyl upholstery and is powered by a ci V8 paired with a Muncie M20 four-speed manual
gearbox. It was originally purchased at Hill Chevrolet Company in Huntsville, Alabama in May ,
was reportedly retained by the original owner until the s, and is said to have been owned by the
Sonny Beachum Classic Car Museum in Wadesboro, North Carolina for 26 years. The current
owner acquired the car about 18 months ago. A Pertronix ignition system was recently added by
the selling dealer, who also replaced some hoses, tuned the carburetor, and changed the fluids.
The Aztec Bronze M finish is showcased in the photo gallery below. The seller states that the
hood, deck lid, and other areas were likely repainted in the past. This Chevelle is equipped with
reproduction chrome knock-off-style wheel caps, while a new set of thin redline tires were
recently mounted according to the seller. The seller also states that the current owner is
including the factory wheels mounted on old redline tires. Recent maintenance reportedly
included replacing the brake lines and flushing the system. Bronze-colored vinyl upholstery is
complemented with matching carpeting, door panels, and dashboard trim. The five-digit
odometer is said to show around 29, miles, of which the current owner has added approximately
Documents from reportedly show that the car had 29, indicated miles at that time. The ci V8 was
rated at horsepower when new. Power is sent to the rear wheels through a Muncie M20
four-speed manual transmission and a factory Positraction rear end. The selling dealer states
that he recently added a Pertronix ignition system, replaced some hoses, tuned the carburetor,
and changed the fluids. The seller also notes that the F code on the engine block means this
particular V8 was built in Flint, Michigan. The seller states that the rear main seal may be
seeping. Additional underside pictures are displayed in the gallery. The in-car driving video
presented above features the car accelerating from a standstill through third gear. You're the
high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see other
bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for the
service fee and you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing
pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for the
service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization will be released. For
more info, read about our auctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to
proceed? This Chevrolet Chevelle got away, but there are more like it here. See Result.
Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - June 5 - 6. August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None
Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. Decoding the Fisher body plate reveals the f
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2005 ford mustang under hood fuse box diagram

95 pontiac grand prix gtp

ollowing production information: 04D â€” Built in the fourth week of April â€” Chevelle SS
coupe ATL â€” Built in Atlanta, sequential body number B â€” Bronze vinyl interior with bucket
seats M-M â€” Aztec Bronze paint on upper and lower body The seller states that the rear main
seal may be seeping. You are not connected to real-time updates. Attempting to connect. Your
real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your connection
has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations!
Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel
reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable
JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to
enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment
Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. June 28, at PM PT.

